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Abstract—We present a contrastive study of document-level
event classiﬁcation of a range of seven different event types,
namely ﬂoods, storms, ﬁres, armed conﬂict, terrorism, infrastructure breakdown and labour unavailability from Englishlanguage news.
Our study compares different supervised classiﬁcation approaches, namely Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random
Forest (RF), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Hierarchical Attention Network (HAN). While past systems for
Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) and event extraction have
proposed different machine learning models, to date SVMs,
RFs, CNNs and HANs have not been compared on this task.
Our classiﬁers are also informed by word embeddings
trained on large amounts of high-quality agency news, which
leads to improvements compared to the use of pre-trained
embedding vectors.
We report a detailed quantitative error analysis.
Keywords-Event Extraction; Topic Detection and Tracking
(TDT); Text Classiﬁcation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Natural disasters such as ﬂoods and hurricanes, as well
as other critical events including terrorism and strike action,
tend to dominate media reporting when they occur, as
news agencies seek to inform their audiences of the safety
implications for those caught up in the event. Larger-scale
events tend to be reported in two main phases - the initial
breaking news period, followed by a longer tail of reports
on the aftermath, recovery and reconstruction efforts.
Examples include the reporting of Hurricane Katrina which
made landfall in New Orleans in 2005, an event which
dominated news in the weeks and months after the event.
A decade later, new stories were still being published
focusing on human stories of endurance and survival, as
well as reconstruction and fortiﬁcation of storm defences.
The terrorist attacks which targeted London’s public
transport system in the same year made global headlines,
but were also frequently referred to in reports covering
the 2017 London Bridge attack. Journalist typically draw
comparisons with historic events, and it is not uncommon
for retrospective articles to reference multiple events
spanning a range of times and geographies.
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Detecting such breaking disaster events in news, and
more recently in social media, is a key application of
information extraction systems which can be used for a range
of important tasks including guiding emergency response,
informing policy makers and directing business decisions.
Due to the high volume of event-related news that includes
both breaking and follow-up stories, such a task is especially
challenging for human operators who may have to analyse
many hundreds of documents per day. Clearly, automated
methods that include natural language processing and machine learning can come to our aid here.
To date, such approaches have been successfully applied
to both topic detection [1], [2], [3], concerned with ﬁnding
and following events in a stream of broadcast news
stories, and First Story Detection (FSD) [4], where the
task is to identify the ﬁrst story to discuss a particular
event. Here, our focus is on breaking news events that
describe natural disasters and critical man-made events
including ﬂoods, storms, ﬁres, armed conﬂict, terrorism,
infrastructure breakdown and labour unavailability. Rather
than tracking such events or identifying the very ﬁrst
reports, we attempt to capture all instances of breaking
news stories. In this paper, we present a comparison of a set
of supervised learning methods for event type classiﬁcation:
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN), Hierarchical Attention Network (HAN)
and Random Forest (RF) are evaluated on a corpus of
human-annotated agency news. Our ﬁndings re-afﬁrm the
importance of features and problem framing.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows:
• we have made a robust comparison of a range of
machine learning algorithms to classify news articles
into one of seven natural disaster and critical event
types;
• our ﬁndings show that a Support Vector Machine
classiﬁer outperforms all other approaches, achieving
a weighted f1-score score of 77.3%;
• the use of a word embedding model trained using
disaster-related stories results in an improvement in
performance.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: in Section
2, we describe related work. In Section 3 we provide details
on the dataset we used in our experiments. In Section 4
we discuss a range of different machine learning models we
have applied, the results of which are described in Section 5.
Finally in Section 6, we summarise our ﬁndings and discuss
future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The Message Understanding Contest (MUC) was a series
of US government research evaluations in information extraction, which included event extraction [5], [6]. The last
evaluation, MUC-7, ran in 1996 and aimed to extract entities,
relations and events from 158,000 New York Times articles.
Two set of documents for training and test were extracted,
to cover the aircraft accident and launch event domains,
respectively.
There is a large body of literature that considers event
detection as the task of “identifying instances of speciﬁed
types of event in text”. Progress in this area has in part been
driven by the Automatic Content Extraction challenge [7],
[8] (2000-2008) and associated ACE corpus. This competition aimed to improve the state of the art in the extraction of
named entities, relations and events. A multitude of solutions
have been suggested to solve the event detection task on
the ACE2005 data, ranging from feature-based methods [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13] to neural approaches [14], [15], [16],
[17]. However, this task is quite different from the one
we are trying to solve in this paper. We are interested in
classifying breaking news concerning natural disaster and
critical event. The input to the classiﬁcation method is the
entire document rather than a single sentence, and the goal
is to classify the news rather than detect event mentions in
text, as is the case with ACE.
The problem we are tying to solve is also related to First
Story Detection (FSD) [4], [18], [19], [20], which aims at
classifying a document as a “ﬁrst story” if the document
differs signiﬁcantly from those published before. In our
setting, however, we are interested in multiple documents
describing the same new event and we additionally want to
classify events in a given set of categories.
EventMiner [21] is a probabilistic framework that leverages semantic annotations to identify important events. Our
solution differs in that it does not require semantic annotations and explicitly focuses on breaking rather than historic
news.
More recently, social media sites like Twitter have also
been a source of attempts to mine events in general [20],
with some focus on disaster events [22].
III. DATASET
A signiﬁcant challenge when applying machine learning
to speciﬁc event detection tasks is assembling a sufﬁciently
large and representative data set. Data for our experiments
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Table I: Article counts for each event type.
Event Type
conﬂict
ﬁre
ﬂood
infrastructure breakdown
labour unavailability
storm
terrorism
none
total

Count
194
203
166
137
61
191
107
1346
2405

was collected by querying an ElasticSearch index containing
an aggregation of news articles from over 12,000 sources
[23]. Articles were selected using representative keyword
lists assembled for each event type, containing up to 16
terms, and spanning a four year period from 2012 to 2016.
Such keyword-based queries typically returned articles
belonging to multiple event categories. For example, the
following three sentences all contain keyword ﬁre:
”We’re experiencing rapid rates of spread on the ﬁre”
said U.S. Forest Service spokesman Chris Gaulding.
The ﬁre service in Hamburg said trees and branches
were blown across roads and three people, as well as the
man killed, were trapped in their cars.
Meanwhile, at least 28 people were killed when a gunman
opened ﬁre in Sousse resort in Tunisia.
However, they correspond to event types ﬁre, storm
and terrorism, respectively. In order to correctly identify
the event type for each article, we devised guidelines and
employed annotators to perform labelling using the BRAT
annotation tool [24]. Guidelines required that annotators
labelled articles as events of a given type only when the
article referenced concrete events that had occurred in
the recent past, rather than historical events. Moreover
the guidelines explicitly stated to ignore event-related
terminology used in a metaphorical sense and to exclude
articles whose focus was protection against such events
(e.g., ﬂood defence programs) but did not reference a
speciﬁc event. Articles that failed these criteria were given
a label of ’none’. Inter-annotator agreement metrics for a
sample of 30 articles that were annotated by 12 annotators
were Krippendorff’s α=0.53 and Fleiss’ κ=0.49, suggesting
moderate agreement. In total, 2405 articles were annotated,
summarised in Table I.
The large fraction of articles labelled as ’none’ gives
an indication of how challenging event classiﬁcation is
using only a naive keyword-based approach. Clearly,
natural language processing and machine learning-based
approaches are required here to control the rate of false
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Figure 1: Distributions of number of sentences in a news artice (1a) and number of tokens in a sentence (1b)

positives. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the number of
sentences in a news article and the number of tokens in a
sentence.
IV. M ODELS
We have framed this problem as a multiclass supervised
learning task, where the objective is to train a classiﬁer
capable of accurately predicting the discrete class label
yi , where yi ∈ {’conﬂict’, ’ﬁre’, ’ﬂood’, ’infrastructure
breakdown’, ’labour unavailability’, ’storms’, ’terrorism’,
’none’}, for a given news article xi . We applied Support
Vector Machine, Random Forest, Convolution Neural
Network and Hierarchical Attention Network classiﬁers,
using word embeddings as input features in each case. We
experimented with a variety of embedding methods (such
as word2vec [25], glove [26], fastText [27]). Moreover,
we tuned each model independently in order to understand
what was the optimal amount of text (i.e., number of top
sentences) necessary to best capture the event information
(see Section V for an empirical evaluation of this aspect).
We additionally compared these methods to a baseline
approach.
Baseline: Our baseline approach uses matches to
positive and negative gazetteer lists assembled for each
event type. For instance, for event type ﬂood, a phrase from
the positive list might be heavy rain fall, while a negative
term might be ﬂood the market. By subtracting the count
of negative from positive matches, the baseline returns the
event type with the modal score. Moreover we weight each
match according to its inverse distance (in tokens) from the
beginning of the article before performing the summation,
reﬂecting how the key descriptive aspects that deﬁne such
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events are typically found towards the beginning of news
articles.
Word Embeddings: A word embedding is a function
mapping words to a ﬁxed-dimensional vector of real
numbers such that W : words → Rn [28]. Embedding
approaches attempt to preserve semantic and syntactic
relationships within the resulting vector space. They have
proved useful in a variety of natural language processing
tasks [26] and perform especially well in text classiﬁcation
problems, where they alleviate issues associated with
high-dimensional feature vectors. Here, we used the
fastText library [27] which is able to efﬁciently learn word
representations by exploiting subword information. The
continuous skip-gram model is applied in order to represent
words as the sum of character n-gram vectors, allowing
morphologically rich languages to be efﬁciently modelled
while also providing representations for unseen words.
Resulting word vectors can also be averaged together to
form good sentence representations [29].
We trained a fastText model using a combination of two
data sources. As well as the ﬁltered English Wikipedia
dump from 2006, we included tokens extracted from
Reuters New Archive (RNA) articles tagged with disaster or
accident Reuters topic codes, allowing the model to capture
the semantic structure of event-related news. In addition to
the 124 million tokens in the Wikipedia set, 190 thousand
articles from RNA provided a further 47 million tokens.
The skip-gram model was trained with default parameters
and a ﬁxed dimensionality of size 200.
Support Vector Machines: Support vector machines
(SVMs) are supervised learning algorithms used for classiﬁcation and regression analysis. They attempt to optimally

position a hyperplane in a high dimensional feature space
such that it maximally separates the data points belonging to
various classes, projected into this space from their original
inputs using kernel functions [30]. We trained multiclass
SVMs under a one-vs-rest setting in combination with a grid
search of the hyperparameter space. We used the non-linear
radial basis function (RBF) kernel, deﬁned as:
K(xi , xj ) = e−γ|xi −xj |

2

(1)

where xi and xj are embedding vectors representing news
articles ai and aj , and γ is a free parameter. A grid search
over the hyper-parameter space (see Section V) conﬁrmed
that RBF kernel outperforms a selection of standard kernel
functions.
Embedding vectors representing new articles are obtained
by averaging together the word vectors in the input text [31].
In particular, given the tokenized text T = {t1 , ..., tZ } representing document d and given a pre-trained word embedding
i , the
model that maps each token ti to a word vector w
embedding vector representing d is computed as:

w
i

(2)
d= T
|T |
We considered two variants of the SVM model: SVMdoc
and SVMt+b . In SVMdoc the article headline and the
article body are condensed together in the input text.
However, it has been shown in the context of information
retrieval [32], [33] that the article headline by itself carries
valuable information and should be considered in an
independent fashion from the body. Following this idea
in SVMt+b we adopted the following approach: we ﬁrst
derive two vector representations for the document, one
db .; we then
for the title dt and another for the body



concatenate together these vectors dt db to form the
input to the SVM classiﬁer. In practise, we observed
that the vector obtained by concatenating the average of
word embeddings corresponding to the headline sentence
with the average of word embeddings derived from the
sentences in the text provide the best results (see Section V).
Random Forests: Random forests [34] (RF) are an
ensemble learning model for classiﬁcation and regression
that construct multiple decision trees and combine the
output of the individual trees to output a result (for a
classiﬁcation task it outputs the mode of the classes). Also
in this case, we considered two variants of the RF model,
one that considers in input the concatenation of the title
and body vectors (i.e., RFt+b ), and another the consider the
document as a whole (i.e., RFdoc )
Convolutional Neural Networks: Convolutional neural
networks (CNN) [35], [36], [37], [38] are a family of neural
algorithms that apply layers of convolving ﬁlters to local
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features. In the context of natural language processing, the
features associated with the input text usually take the form
of distributed representations of words. In particular, given
a tokenized text T = {t1 , ..., tL }, the input to a CNN is
represented as a text matrix A where the i-th row is the word
vector representations of the i-th token in the input text. We
denote the dimensionality of the word vectors by d, hence
A ∈ RL×d . Intuitively, the sentence matrix can be treated
as the input image in computer vision, where convolution
has been ﬁrstly applied. Convolution is performed through
a set of ﬁlters. In contrast with computer vision, where a
convolution ﬁlter might assume an arbitrary width, in the
context of natural language processing ﬁlters slide over full
rows of the matrix (i.e., they have a width equal to d).
Their heights, instead, are an hyperparameter of the model
and represent the number of adjacent rows (i.e., of adjacent
tokens) considered jointly by the ﬁlter. Consider a ﬁlter
W ∈ Rd×h (i.e., with height h), its output can be computed
as:
(3)
ci = f (W · A[i : j] + b)
where A[i : j] denotes the sub-matrix of A from row
i to row j, b ∈ R is a bias term and f is a non-linear
function such as the hyperbolic tangent. This ﬁlter is
applied to each possible window of words in the text
{A[1 : h], A[2 : h + 1], ..., A[s − h + 1 : s]} to produce
a convolutional feature map c = [c1 , c2 , ..., csh+1 ]. A
pooling function is then applied to feature map c to extract
a single scalar ĉ from it. There are several non-linear
functions to implement pooling among which max pooling
is the most common, that is ĉ = max{c}. Intuitively this
approach should capture the most important feature (i.e.,
with the highest value) as output from the ﬁlter. The CNN
architecture is actually composed of multiple ﬁlters (with
varying width) to obtain multiple features. These features
are combined in the penultimate layer and are passed
to a fully connected softmax layer whose output is the
probability distribution over the classiﬁcation labels. Figure
2 shows a graphical representation of the CNN architecture.
Hierarchical Attention Networks: Hierarchical Attention Networks (HAN) for document classiﬁcation have
been proposed in [39]. The idea is to combine several
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) in a hierarchical architecture that reﬂects the hierarchical document structure
(i.e., document/sentences/tokens). Assume that a document
has N sentences S = {s1 , ..., sk , ..., sN }. Without loss of
generality assume that each sentence contains M tokens.
The ﬁrst stage of the architecture consist on a word
encoder, that uses a bidirectional gated recurrent unit
(GRU) [40]. Since not all words contribute equally to
the representation of the sentence meaning, an attention
mechanism is introduced to weigh the importance of the
words. In particular, each state of the bidirectional GRU is
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Figure 2: Convolutional neural network architecture

combined with a word level context vector uw to return a
normalized importance weight. The ﬁnal sentence vector
is computed as a weighted sum of the GRU states based
on those weights. The word context vector uw is randomly
initialized and jointly learned during the training process.
All the sentences vectors computed are then exposed to a
sentence encoder stage, powered again by a bidirectional
GRU. After that, a sentence-based attention mechanism
is applied to reward those sentences that convey more
information in order to correctly classify a document. In
particular, a document vector v is computed by weighting
the state of the GRU in a similar way as before (using this
time a sentence level context vector us ). The document
vector v is a high dimensional representation of the
document, that can be used as a feature for document
classiﬁcation, for instance through a softmax layer (as in
the CNN case). Figure 3 shows a graphical representation
of the HAN architecture.
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V. E VALUATION
We conducted an experimental study to compare the performance achieved by the considered classiﬁcation models.
A. Methodology
We tested the performances of competing classiﬁers using
a 5-folds cross validation approach. This technique consists
of splitting the dataset into 5 folds of equal size (we
additionally took care that the distribution of the classes were
the same across all folds), and running 5 independent runs
for each classiﬁer, using one of the folds as test set and the
remaining 4 folds as training set. The ﬁnal result is computed
by averaging the results of the 5 independent runs. The
main advantages of cross-validation are that: (1) it reduces
the variability of the result; (2) it mitigates the negative
effect of potential noise in the data; (3) it allows to produce
output prediction scores for the whole dataset. Moreover, we
reported the average results over three independent runs for
all models.

uS

uW
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Figure 3: Hierarchical attention network architecture

As evaluation metric we used weighted precision,
weighted recall and weighted F1-score.
B. System setup
We used the scikit-learn1 Python library to train the SVM
and the RF models, while we implemented both the CNN
and the HAN models in TensorFlow2 .
All models have been tuned with a ﬁne-grained grid
search over the space of the hyperparameters. In particular,
the SVM model has been trained with Radial Basis Function
(RBF) kernel, C equal to 71.9 and automatic gamma. For
RF we used 200 trees, no bootstrap, automatic number of
features, 1 sample required to be at a leaf node. The CNN
model has been trained using 400 ﬁlters of size 2, 3, 4, 5
and 6, considering the top 4 sentences in the document, the
hyperbolic tangent (tanh) as non-linear activation function,
a batch size of 64 training points and a learning rate of
1 http://scikit-learn.org
2 https://www.tensorﬂow.org
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0.001. Moreover, in order to regularize the model we used a
dropout of 0.5 and we limited the norm of the convolution
matrices to be smaller than 12. To train the HAN model we
used Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) cells of size 200, dropout
probability of 0.6, limit over matrix norm of 10, learning
rate of 0.001. Moreover we considered the top 21 sentences
in the document and the ﬁrst 50 tokens in each sentence.
For neural models, training was performed on a Nvidia
Tesla K80 GPU.
C. Results
Table II reports the results for the different algorithms
considered. The ﬁrst consideration is that the baseline approach performs poor, achieving a weighted F1-score of
just 34.3%. This result is due to the simple rule-based
approach of the baseline solution, and highlights the fact
that considering just gazetteer lists of positive and negative
keywords is inefﬁcient to correctly classify news articles.
The second consideration is that, among the non-neural

Table II: Classiﬁcation results (expressed in percentages).
weighted precision
67.9
70.1
75.2
74.8
77.5
76.1
76.2

weighted recall
40.0
71.7
73.1
75.6
77.8
76.3
75.4

models, SVM consistently outperforms Random Forest by a
large margin for both the doc (+8%) and the t + b (+9.5%)
variants. Next we discus results for the neural models. If
we focus on algorithms that consider the entire document
(without differentiating between title and body) the two
neural model considered (i.e., CNN and HAN) outperform
both SVMdoc and RFdoc , achieving a weighted F1-score
respectively of 75.9% (CNN) and 75.6% with respect to
69.0% of RFdoc and 74.7% of SVMdoc . However, CNN and
HAN achieve those results by considering different portion
of text. In particular, Figure 4 reports the performance in
weighted F1-score for the considered algorithms by varying
the amount of text considered in the document, expressed as
the top-k sentences considered (note that in our convention
the ﬁrst sentence is the title). This ﬁgure clearly shows
that the best performance for CNN (red line with upfacing triangles) and HAN (yellow line with pentagones)
are achieved with different settings: CNN achieves its best
weighted F1-score considering just the ﬁrst 4 sentences, and
after that point results decrease with increasing text size; the
performance of HAN instead improves when considering
more sentences, achieving its best weighted F1-score with
21 sentences in input. This behaviour is connected with
the different architecture of the two neural models. In
particular, the HAN architecture represents the input text in
a tokens/sentences/document hierarchical structure, and this
allows it to naturally deal with long documents. CNN instead
collapses all the text in input into a ﬂat representation (i.e.,
a really long sentence), and underperforms when this text is
really long.
The best performing model in our evaluation is SVMt+b ,
that achieves a weighted F1-score of 77.3%. The idea to
explicitly separate the information contained in the title and
in the body has already been successfully explored in the
context of information retrieval [32], [33], with the intuition
that the title is expected to provide stronger evidence on the
task (in this case document classiﬁcation) than the body. We
have tried to exploit the same idea in CNN, by deﬁning an
architecture with two parallel convolutional layers, one for
the text and one for the body, and concatenating the vectors
after the pooling function just before the ﬁnal softmax layer.
However, the results for this latter approach (not reported
in the paper) were worse than the original CNN version.
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weighted F1-score
34.3
69.0
70.6
74.7
77.3
75.9
75.6

0.78
0.76
0.74
F1-score

algorithm
baseline
RFdoc
RFt+b
SVMdoc
SVMt+b
CNN
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0.72
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0.68
0.66
0.64

SVM (title + body)
SVM (document)
CNN
5

RandomForest (title + body)
RandomForest (document)
HAN
10
15
top-k sentences

20

Figure 4: Performance in weighted F1-score varying top-k
sentences considered in the model.

Regarding HAN, its architecture is supposed to learn the
importance of each sentence with a dedicated attention layer,
and should be able to automatically assign an higher score
to the title if this conveys a stronger evidence. We believe
a further reason for the advantage of SVMt+b over neural
models is the moderate amount of training points available.
Neural networks approaches require a large amount of data
in order to be able to learn and generalize due to the
complexity (i.e., number of parameters) of their architecture.
SVM instead gives good performance even with a relatively
small dataset.
Finally, we investigated the impact of different embedding
vectors on the performance of the models. Table III reports
the performance in weighted F1-score achieved by the different considered algorithms with varying embedding vectors.
In particular, we considered word2vec vectors pre-trained
on Google News (word2vec-GoogleNews)3 , glove vectors
of 200 and 300 dimension pre-trained on Wikipedia and
Gigaword (glove-glove.6B.200d and glove-glove.6B.300d)4 ,
fasttext vectors trained on Wikipedia (fasttext-wiki.en)5 and
fasttext vectors on Reuters data as described in Section IV
3 available

at https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec
at https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove
5 available at https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText/blob/master/
pretrained-vectors.md
4 available

Table III: Performance with different embeddings models (expressed in percentages).
embeddings
word2vec-GoogleNews
glove-glove.6B.200d
glove-glove.6B.300d
fasttext-wiki.en
fasttext-reuters

dim
300
200
300
300
200

RFt+b
69.3
69.1
68.9
69.1
70.6

(fasttext-reuters).
For comparison, we also measured the performance that
the SVMdoc model achieves by using tf-idf (term frequencyinverse document frequency) document vectors as input
to the classiﬁer [41]. Note that with this approach each
document is represented as a ∼ 40k dimensional vector (one
dimension for each word in the vocabulary), obtained by
computing statistics over the corpus. The weighted F1-score
achieved using tf-idf document vectors as input to SVMdoc is
57.3%. This result is considerably worse than those obtained
by using pre-trained word vectors.
From Table III we can see that the best performance
is achieved when the models use in input embeddings
vectors pre-trained on news data (word2vec-GoogleNews and
fasttext-reuters) rather than other sources (e.g, Wikipedia and
Gigaword). This advantage is due to the common nature
of the classiﬁcation and embedding corpus (i.e., news articles both to pre-train embeddings and for the classiﬁcation
task): pre-trained vectors are able to capture domain-speciﬁc
(news-speciﬁc) syntactic and semantic information that are
beneﬁcial for the classiﬁers. A further improvement can be
achieved by training the model on ﬁne-grained domain data:
fasttext-reuters slightly outperforms word2vec-GoogleNews
being trained on Reuters articles tagged with disaster or
accident Reuters topic codes.
VI. S UMMARY, C ONCLUSIONS & F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have compared several approaches to
event type classiﬁcation, and important part of ﬁrst story
detection in the context of Topic Detection and Tracking
in information retrieval and event extraction in natural
language processing. Our best SVM model (i.e., SVMt+b )
outperforms all other models, but with some interesting
twists: CNNs perform more poorly the longer the stories are,
whereas SVMs beneﬁt from basing their decision on more
textual evidence. RFs, popular in image/video processing,
and also often used in text classiﬁcation do not nearly
perform at the same level as either CNNs or SVMs. Most
strikingly, our simple “bag of words” SVM is beaten by a
CNN, but the CNN is itself outperformed by an improved
SVM model that separates titles and story bodies in separate
spaces. Our HAN model outperforms the CNN model for
news stories longer than seven sentences (or preﬁxes of
longer stories of that length); the HAN also increases performance when the inputs get longer, whereas CNNs seem
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SVMt+b
76.9
75.8
76.2
75.9
77.3

CNN
75.5
74.0
74.1
75.4
75.9

HAN
75.2
73.5
73.9
75.1
75.6

to do well for short stories up to six sentences.
Overall, our ﬁndings suggest that at moderate training set
sizes, the received wisdom “clever feature engineering is
more important than the model type” could be extended to
“clever feature engineering, together with the right model
type that beneﬁts from it, matters”. We were unable to ﬁnd
a similar beneﬁt for the CNN from the same design, and
would suggest for future work to explore a systematic theory
of best practices in feature design – what works best for
each model type? In future work, we also plan to explore
new ways for combining custom-trained embeddings with
off-the-shelf embeddings.
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